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Abstract: Hydrophobic hydrocarbons are absorbed by cell membranes. The effects of hydrocarbons 

on biological membranes have been studied extensively, but less is known how these compounds 

affect lipid phase separation. Here, we show that pyrene and pyrene-like hydrocarbons can dissipate 

lipid domains in phase separating giant unilamellar vesicles at room temperature. In contrast, related 

aromatic compounds left the phase separation intact, even at high concentration. We hypothesize that 

this behavior is because pyrene and related compounds lack preference for either the liquid-ordered (Lo) 

or liquid-disordered (Ld) phase, while larger molecules prefer Lo, and smaller, less hydrophobic 

molecules prefer Ld. In addition, our data suggest that localization in the bilayer (depth) and the shape 

of the molecules might contribute to the effects of the aromatic compounds. Localization and shape 

of pyrene and related compounds are similar to cholesterol and therefore these molecules could 

behave as such.  

Keywords: biological membranes; lipid phase separation; unilamellar vesicles; hydrocarbons; 
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1. Introduction 

The plasma membrane is the main permeability barrier of the cell and consists of hundreds to 

thousands of different lipid species in addition to a wide range of proteins that allow the cell to sense 

the environment and transport specific molecules in and out of the cell. The lipids of the membrane 
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are not randomly distributed but can form distinct domains, often referred to as lipid rafts, and 

associate with specific proteins [1,2,3]. Rafts are associated with specific membrane proteins, 

thereby affecting signaling and protein trafficking in the membrane as summarized by Levental and 

Veatch [4].  

Hydrocarbons affect the membrane properties as they interfere with the interaction of proteins 

with their neighboring lipids. Alternatively, the hydrocarbons can bind to hydrophobic pockets or 

surfaces of proteins and thereby influence their activity. Local anesthetics exert their effects by e.g. 

decreasing the miscibility temperature of lipids as shown in giant plasma membrane vesicles [5], 

thereby increasing the membrane fluidity. In another study, hydrophobic phytochemicals were 

shown to perturb the phospholipid bilayer and the proteins embedded in there [6]. In general, 

hydrocarbons alter membrane properties such as membrane thickness, head group hydration and 

fluidity, all of which can affect membrane proteins [7]. 

The toxicity of hydrocarbons and other molecules is frequently related to the hydrophobicity of 

the compounds. A measure for hydrophobicity is the logP value, the partitioning of a molecule over 

octanol and water. The more hydrophobic the compound (as indicated by a higher, positive logP value), 

the more it partitions in octanol and accordingly the higher the concentration in the membrane [8,9]. 

For instance, 20 mg of petroleum hydrocarbons per gram lipids have been found in oysters [10] and 

93 g/g lipid in maple leaves [11]. Organisms respond to hydrophobic pollutants by changing their 

membrane composition, by degrading PAHs and by expressing efflux pumps to expel the molecules 

from the membrane [7,12,13]. It has been shown that Escherichia coli and Ralstonia eutropha cells 

change their lipid saturation to make up for the fluidizing or ordering effects of the pollutant when 

exposed to phenol or biphenyl [14,15]. 

Aliphatic hydrocarbons localize in the central part of the bilayer [16,17]. Molecular dynamics (MD) 

simulations confirm experimental studies and found that aliphatic hexane [18] and ethane [19] reside in 

the hydrophobic center of the bilayer. As a general rule, amphipathic molecules partition near the 

bilayer interface, while more hydrophobic molecules reside near the bilayer center. In the center of 

the bilayer, aliphatic hydrocarbons interact with the acyl chains of the phospholipids and increase the 

area occupied by a phospholipid [20]. This localization prevents Van der Waals interactions between 

neighboring lipids, thereby fluidizing the membrane. In contrast, long chain alkanes interdigitate 

between the leaflets, thereby increasing the overall degree of ordering in the membrane [16]. 

The effects of cyclic hydrocarbons on biological membranes were studied extensively in the 

early 90’s [8], reviewed in Sikkema et al., 1995. It was found that the partitioning in the membrane 

of cyclic hydrocarbons scales linearly with the logP values of the molecules and they expand the 

membrane [7]. In membrane vesicles derived from Escherichia coli cells the hydrocarbons thicken 

the bilayer and increased the membrane fluidity. In addition, the membranes became more permeable 

to protons, and, accordingly, it became more difficult to maintain a proton motive force. It was then 

concluded that global deformation of the membrane likely accounts for the toxicity effects. 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are found as pollutants in the environment, mainly as 

a result of incomplete combustion. PAHs are very stable and persistent once formed, and they may 

accumulate in the center of lipid bilayers [7]. Such localization was found for the aromatic  

benzene [19,21,22] and pyrene [23,24,25]. Simulation data on the interaction of small, aromatic 

molecules are described in [26]. The toxicity of PAHs in eukaryotes is dual and relates in part to 

their hydrophobicity. First, these molecules accumulate in lipid membranes and affect membrane 

function. Second, to remove these compounds from the cell membrane, the PAHs are chemically 
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activated by epoxidation, but the modified compounds can also react with other molecules in the cell 

such as DNA. Depending on where the PAH epoxidation takes place, these metabolites are 

carcinogenic [27]. 

Biological membranes are heterogeneous and consist of domains [28] that are on the nanometer 

scale and short-lived [29], making it a challenge to study their properties. We use giant unilamellar 

vesicles (GUVs) with detergent-resistant membrane domains (DRMs) as model systems to study 

mixing effects of hydrocarbons on lipid domain formation. Phase-separating GUVs can be made 

from a minimum of three components: typically a saturated lipid, an unsaturated lipid and a sterol. At 

the right ratio of lipids, the GUVs have a liquid-ordered (Lo) phase, enriched in the saturated lipid 

and cholesterol, and a liquid-disordered (Ld) phase, mainly consisting of the unsaturated lipid [30,31]. 

Detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs) derived from phase-separating vesicles are closely related to 

the Lo domains. Lipids associated with the Lo phase were enriched in DRMs [32], and the DRM 

fraction can only be obtained from vesicles that are phase-separating or in the Lo phase [33,34]. In 

addition, the Lo phase of phase-separating supported bilayers was found detergent resistant [35]. 

These model membranes mimic the behavior of natural lipid mixtures [36–39].  

In previous work, the aromatic Lo preferring dye naphtopyrene was found to perturb the 

membrane around the miscibility transition temperature at concentrations of 0.3 mol% [40]. A recent 

molecular dynamics study by Barnoud and coworkers [41] indicated a difference between the effects 

of aromatic and aliphatic compounds. While aliphatic compounds induced mixing of a phase-

separating membrane, aromatic hydrocarbons stabilized the phase separation.  

To better understand the toxicity of PAHs in eukaryotic cells, we determined their  

effects (Figure 1) on the lipid phase separation in GUVs. We benchmarked the effects of aromatic 

compounds of varying size against unsubstituted aliphatic compounds as the molecules are expected 

to interact differently with lipids and are expected to partition in different places of the lipid bilayer. 

Indeed, we find that the effects on phase separation are highly dependent on the partitioning behavior 

of the hydrocarbons. Furthermore, we find differences for membranes with DPPC or SSM as the 

saturated lipid component, indicating that subtle variations in the membrane lipid composition can 

have major impact when membrane-active compounds are present in the environment. The lipid 

mixing effect of PAHs and differences between experiments and simulations are discussed and put in 

perspective.  

2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. Materials 

DPPC, SSM, DOPC and cholesterol were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids. ATTO 550 DOPE 

and ATTO 655 DOPE were used as fluorescent probes to visualize the Ld phase and obtained from 

ATTO-Tec. The dyes are both hydrophilic but differ in their charge (cationic versus zwitterionic). We 

used both dyes to minimize the possibility of artifacts due to interactions between dye and lipids or 

and dye and PAHs. The hydrocarbons naphthalene, tetracene, chrysene, pyrene, perylene, 

triphenylene, coronene, octane and hexadecane were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, and of 

fluorescence grade when available. Corannulene was purchased from TCI Europe. Structures of the 

hydrocarbons used in this study are presented in Figure 1 and their properties are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Properties of hydrocarbons used in this study. 

Compound Molecular 

formula 

Mw 

(g/mol) 

Boiling 

point (°C) 

log P
c 

XLog 

P3
d 

Absorption 

max (nm) 

Absorption  

max (nm)
a
 

Em max 

(nm)
a
 

Naphthalene C10H8 128.17052 218 3.3/3.35 3.3 221, 275.5, 

286, 311 

220, 275, 

286, 311 

322, 334 

Phenanthrene C14H10 178.2292 340 4.46 4.5 210, 219, 242, 

251, 273.5, 

281, 292.5, 

308.5, 314, 

322.5, 329.5, 

337, 345  

  

Tetracene C18H12 228.28788 450
b
 5.76–6.02

b
 5.9    

Chrysene C18H12 228.28788 448 5.73/5.9 5.7 222, 258, 268, 

295, 353, 361, 

344, 320 

  

Pyrene C16H10 202.2506 404/399 4.88 4.9 273, 306, 320, 

335  

241, 273, 

335 

349, 381 

Triphenylene C18H12 228.28788 425
b
 4.83–5.84

b
 4.9    

Benzo(e)pyrene C20H12 252.30928 310–312 6.44 6.4    

Perylene C20H12 252.30928 350–400 

(sublimes) 

5.82 5.8 245, 251, 368, 

387, 406, 434  

387, 408, 

436 

436, 463, 

497 

Corannulene C20H10 250.2934   6    

Coronene C24H12 300.35208 525
b
 5.4–8.2

b
 7.2    

Octane C8H18 114.22852 126 5.18 3.9    

Hexadecane C16H34 226.44116 286.5 8.25 (est) 8.3    

Data from Pubchem database, except 
a
http://omlc.org/spectra/PhotochemCAD/index.html; 

b
Mackay 

D, Shiu WY, Ma KC, et al. (2006) Handbook of Physical-Chemical Properties and Environmental 

Fate for Organic Chemicals, 2 Eds., CRC Press. 
c
logP = log ([solute]octanol/[solute]water); 

d
XlogP3 = a 

calculated logP value [57]. 

2.2. GUV formation 

GUVs were prepared by electroformation as described previously [31]. Lipid mixtures 

consisting of DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol or SSM/DOPC/cholesterol in a 4:3:3 ratio (all in 

chloroform/methanol 9:1) were prepared out of 5 mM stocks. To visualize the GUVs, 0.1% ATTO 

550 DOPE or ATTO 655 DOPE was added. 15 L of the lipid mixture was placed on a conductive 

indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass plate. Solvents were removed by placing the coverslips with 

lipids in a vacuum desiccator for 1 h. A rubber ring (Ø15 mm) was placed around the lipids with 

grease. After preheating the glass plates and water to 50 °C, the ITO-plate containing the lipids was 

placed on the Vesicle Prep Pro (Nanion Technologies). 200 L water was added and the chamber 

was closed by putting a second ITO plate on top. A voltage of 1.1 V was applied for 1 h, at 10 Hz 

http://omlc.org/spectra/PhotochemCAD/index.html
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and 50 °C to form the GUVs. Afterwards, the chamber was disassembled and the GUVs were 

studied by confocal microscopy. 

 

Figure 1. Structures of the compounds used in this study. 

2.3. Addition of hydrocarbons 

Hydrocarbons dissolved in chloroform/methanol 9:1 or when indicated in dimethylformamide (DMF) 

were added to the lipid mixture or to GUVs. As solvent control, the maximal solvent concentration was 

taken as extra condition. To study the effect of hydrocarbons, the compounds dissolved in 

chloroform/methanol 1:1 were added to the lipid mixture. The GUVs formed were imaged on a 

commercial LSM 710 confocal microscope (Zeiss), using a 40× C-Apochromat Corr M27 with NA 

1.2 water immersion objective. ATTO 550 DOPE was excited with a 543 nm HeNe laser, ATTO 655 

DOPE with a 633 nm HeNe laser. Perylene was excited with a 405 nm diode laser. 

2.4. Data analysis 

To quantify the effect of hydrocarbons on phase separation, the partitioning of the dyes over the 

Lo and Ld phases was used and reported as pLo/Ld ratio. This ratio is equivalent to the partitioning 

coefficient (Kp) that was used by Levental and coworkers [1]. A 5 pixel wide line was drawn through 

the middle of a GUV to avoid polarization effects, as shown in Figure 2. The maxima of both peaks 

were determined and the pLo/Ld was calculated. At least 50 GUVs per condition for each experiment 

were analysed. 

2.5. Detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs) 

To probe the partitioning of the PAHs, DRMs were prepared from multilamellar vesicles as 

previously described [42], with slight modifications. Briefly, multilamellar vesicles were formed by 

thin film hydration. The appropriate amount of lipids, dissolved in chloroform/methanol 9:1, were 

mixed and solvents were evaporated by rotary evaporation. Next, the lipid film was hydrated in  

10 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 by repeated vortexing at 60 °C; the final lipid concentration 

was made 1 mM. To isolate DRMs, ice cold Triton X-100 was added to chilled MLVs in a 1:1 mol 
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Triton X-100 to lipid ratio. These conditions were chosen to observe similar perylene partitioning in 

the vesicles with DRMs as in the GUVs with Ld and Lo phases (see Figure 5). After 30 minutes of 

incubation on ice, the DRMs were obtained by ultracentrifugation at 227,000 g for 1 h at 4 °C. The 

supernatant was removed and the pellet resuspended in the same volume of Tris/NaCl buffer. 

Fluorescence of the pellet and the supernatant was measured on a fluorimeter (Jasco FP-8300). 

 

Figure 2. Fluorescent quantification of pLo/Ld. Partition coefficients of the dyes were 

quantified by a 5 pixel width line scan through the domains. Only GUVs with both 

domains in the middle (as in the left picture) were analyzed. When no phase separation 

was visible, a line was drawn from left to right through the middle of the GUV (as in the 

right panel). 

3. Results 

3.1. Pyrene and related compounds prevent phase separation 

Pyrene, triphenylene and benzo(e)pyrene prevented phase separation in GUV, composed of 

DPPC, DOPC and cholesterol when added to the lipid mixture in a 1 to 1 molar ratio (Figure 3A). 

The other tested aromatic hydrocarbons, i.e. naphthalene, phenanthrene, tetracene, chrysene, 

perylene, coronene and corannulene, retained phase separation, even at such high concentrations. 

Also for the aliphatic octane and hexadecane, no effect on phase separation was observed. The 

majority of the GUVs are either phase separating (indicated by a pLo/Ld close to 0) or  

uniform (indicated by a pLo/Ld close to 1). In the GUVs analyzed, few vesicles displayed an 

intermediate appearance between phase separation and one phase (where phase separation is 

maintained, but the dye partitioning is not as black and white as in the example shown in Figure 2), 

which is indicated by a pLo/Ld value between 0.2 and 0.8 (Figure 3B).  
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Figure 3. Pyrene and related molecules prevent phase separation in GUVs composed of 

DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol. A: GUVs composed of DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol at a ratio of 

4:3:3 and the solutes dissolved in chloroform/methanol were used. The pLo/Ld ratio was 

determined using ATTO 550 DOPE as probe and the hydrocarbons were added to the 

lipid mixture prior to GUV formation. The error reflects variations in different GUV 

preparations. All compounds are present in a 1 to 1 mol ratio with the lipids. In green: 

aromatic hydrocarbons; in red: aliphatic hydrocarbons. B: Distribution plot of one 

representative experiment, for three conditions. pLo/Ld values of individual  

GUVs (indicated by a symbol) are ordered from 0 (lowest pLo/Ld ratio measured for that 

condition) to 1 (highest pLo/Ld ratio measured) according to the their pLo/Ld ratio; the 

pLo/Ld ratios are plotted against the GUV number. We normalized the values of the  

x-axis, because the GUV numbers are not the same for the three conditions. Black line: 

2.5 mol% pyrene; red line: 10 mol% pyrene; green line: 50 mol% pyrene. In A, values are 

mean ± standard deviation of at least three independent experiments (biological replicates) 

except for naphthalene, tetracene, coronene, octane and hexadecane (n = 2), and 

triphenylene and corannulene (n = 4). 

Irrespective of whether the hydrocarbon was introduced prior to or after GUV formation, pyrene 

dissipated phase separation in the GUVs (Figure S1A). Adding pyrene dissolved in DMF to  

phase-separating GUVs increased the pLo/Ld from 0.07 to 0.86. Various fluorescent probes, used to 

visualize membranes, have been shown to alter the miscibility temperature of membranes [40,43,44,45]. 

Therefore, to rule out possible effects of the cationic membrane probe (ATTO 550 DOPE), the experiments 

were repeated with the zwitterionic ATTO 655 DOPE but the results were similar (see Figure S1B).  

3.2. Phase separation only disappears at high PAH to lipid ratios and is lipid composition 

dependent 

To study if the mixing effect of pyrene is lipid specific, the effect of pyrene was also studied in 

GUVs prepared from SSM/DOPC/cholesterol (Figure 4). At similar pyrene to lipid ratios, phase 

separation was maintained in SSM/DOPC/cholesterol GUVs but not in vesicles prepared from 

A 

 

B 
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DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol. These results are consistent with previous measurements [46–49], which 

showed that the interaction between SSM and cholesterol is stronger than the interaction between 

DPPC and cholesterol. Accordingly, the impact of pyrene and most likely other PAHs on phase 

separation is clear when DPPC is present, in contrast with the sphingolipid. 

 

Figure 4. Phase separation disappears at high PAH to lipid ratios and is dependent on lipid 

composition. The pLo/Ld ratio estimated from the ATTO 550 DPPE partitioning in GUVs 

composed of DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol or SSM/DOPC/cholesterol (mol ratios of 4:3:3) 

with and without the indicated mol% of pyrene. Values are mean ± standard deviation of at 

least two independent experiments.  

3.3. PAH localization depends on hydrophobicity and shape 

The localization of PAHs was studied in DRMs, since these resemble the Lo phase and PAH 

partitioning can be determined spectroscopically. Here, we observe that the more hydrophobic the 

compound (as indicated by the logP values; Table 1) the higher the partitioning in the DRM (Figure 5). 

Small PAHs such as naphthalene and phenanthrene have a preference for the Ld phase (indicated by 

the Ipellet/Isupernatant < 1), while the larger compounds tetracene and coronene reside mainly in the Lo 

phase (Ipellet/Isupernatant > 1). Strikingly, with the exception of corannulene, the three compounds that 

prevent phase separation in GUVs equally partitioned in both phases (Ipellet/Isupernatant ≈ 1). To check if 

the partitioning of hydrocarbons in DRMs is comparable to partitioning in GUVs, the localization of 

perylene was tested by an independent method. Perylene absorbs blue light and has a fluorescence 

emission maximum at 436 nm and can therefore be followed by confocal microscopy. The 

fluorescence-based analyses in GUVs were compared to the results from DRMs (Figure 6), and 

indeed a similar localization was found. 
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Figure 5. PAH localization in detergent resistant membranes. The Ipellet/Isupernatant was 

calculated from the fluorescence of the pellet (DRM) and the fluorescence of the 

supernatant at the maximum emission. All compounds were present at 2 mol% 

hydrocarbon-to-lipid ratio to prevent excimer formation. Values are mean ± standard 

deviation of at least two independent experiments. 

 

Figure 6. Perylene localization in GUVs and DRMs. A: the pLo/Ld ratio of perylene in 

both DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol and SSM/DOPC/cholesterol GUVs (mol ratios of 4:3:3) 

GUVs; 2 mol% perylene was added to the lipid mixture prior to GUV formation.  

B: the Ipellet/Isupernatant of perylene were determined in multilamellar vesicles of the 

aforementioned lipid mixtures with 2 mol% perylene. Values are mean ± standard 

deviation of at least two independent experiments.  

4. Conclusions 

We find that at room temperature high concentrations of the hydrocarbons naphthalene, 

phenanthrene, tetracene, chrysene, perylene, corannulene, corulene, octane and hexadecane have a 
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rather small effect on lipid phase separation in vesicles composed of DPPC, DOPC and cholesterol. 

Differences in phase separation are not visible even when hydrocarbons are present in amounts 

stoichiometric with the membrane lipids. Pyrene, benzo(e)pyrene and triphenylene form an 

exception, in that these compounds induce lipid mixing in phase-separating GUVs containing DPPC 

but not when DPPC is replaced by SSM. The specific effect of pyrene-like compounds is likely due 

to their partitioning in both the Lo and Ld phase, which is explained by the shape and hydrophobicity 

of the hydrocarbon.  

According to MD simulations and fluorescence quenching experiments, pyrene is localized 

predominantly in the highly ordered upper region of the acyl chains of POPC/DPPC membranes [23,24], 

at a similar position as cholesterol [50]. Pyrene does not reach as deep as cholesterol into the bilayer, 

thereby leaving space below the pyrene molecule and the center of the membrane. The tails of 

unsaturated lipids such as DOPC can occupy this space [50]. Hexadecane is located in a similar 

fashion as pyrene according to X-ray diffraction data [16]. On the contrary, octane is localized 

between the two leaflets in the same study. To the best of our knowledge, for the other compounds 

used in this study no localization data is available. 

Besides its position in the upper region of the acyl chains, pyrene has more in common with 

cholesterol. In MD simulations, pyrene had an ordering effect on neighboring DPPC molecules in the 

fluid phase, while it has a disordering effect on the same molecules in the gel phase [21]. This is 

similar to the effect of cholesterol in DPPC membranes [51]. In addition, pyrene has a diamond 

shape and occupies the equivalent geometric volume of the membrane [50]. Compared to e.g. 

tetracene or chrysene, more space is available below the pyrene molecule. If indeed pyrene behaves 

as cholesterol, the membrane becomes saturated and differences between the Lo and the Ld phase 

become smaller. Eventually, both phases mix as seen in ternary lipid mixtures (e.g. DPPC, DOPC, 

and cholesterol [30]) that contain over 40% cholesterol and this is what we find here with pyrene. 

Large PAHs have a preference for the Lo phase [39], while benzene and fullerene end up in the 

Ld phase of phase-separating bilayers in MD simulations [41]. This is in agreement with the 

localization of PAHs in DRMs measured here. The large rigid compounds induce order by forcing 

the acyl chains to arrange themselves around the molecule, which occurs with an entropic  

penalty [24]. In the already more ordered Lo phase, the costs are lower than in less ordered Ld phase, 

hence the preference of these compounds for Lo.  

The exact localization of pyrene in phase-separating membranes has not been reported but can 

be deduced from literature using similar compounds. The partitioning of aromatic dyes is not only 

dependent of their hydrophobicity but also of their size and shape. Relatively small dyes such as 

perylene and rubicene were found in both the Lo and Ld phase of GUVs composed of brain SM, 

DOPC and cholesterol, larger dyes such as terrylene and naphthopyrene partitioned in the Lo  

phase [52]. Naphthopyrene also partitions into the Lo phase of GUVs composed of 

DPPC/DOPC/cholesterol [53]. However, the dye phase preference varies between lipid mixtures. For 

example perylene has Lo preference in GUVs composed of egg SM (mainly consisting of short  

chain (C16) saturated SM), DOPC and cholesterol [54], while in brain SM (consisting of longer 

chain SMs (C18 to C24) and 20% unsaturated chains), DOPC and cholesterol GUVs perylene does 

not have a preference for any of the phases [52]. These studies indicate that the more hydrophobic the 

dye, the more likely it is that it localizes in the Lo phase, but only few very hydrophobic compounds 

end up in that Lo phase and it depends on the lipid mixture used how a dye is distributed across both 

phases (a Lo phase in one lipid mixture is different from a Lo phase in another lipid mixture).  
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The dissipation of phase separation with pyrene and related compounds was only observed in 

vesicles containing DPPC. Although it is often claimed that DPPC and SM act similar in phase 

separating mixtures, the strength of the interaction of these lipids with e.g. cholesterol is different. 

The preference of cholesterol for SM is explained by the presence of the N-linked acyl chain. The 

amide of SM can act as hydrogen bond donor and acceptor with the hydroxyl moiety of the 

cholesterol [55]. Due to the stronger interactions between cholesterol and SSM, pyrene most likely 

cannot perturb phase separation, i.e. under conditions that it does in GUVs with DPPC instead of 

SSM. Other studies have shown different partitioning of the dye DiI C18:0, depending on the 

saturated lipid component. The DiI C18:0 dye partitions into the Ld phase of brain SM-containing 

GUVs and in the Lo phase in distearoylphosphatidylcholine-containing GUVs [52]. The authors 

explain this effect due to the preferential interaction of cholesterol with SM (excluding the DiI C18:0 

from this phase) compared to saturated phospholipids. This is also confirmed by 
2
H-NMR [46,49], 

solid-state NMR combined with DSC [48] and DPH anisotropy measurements, using a fluorescent 

cholesterol analogue [47]. 

Aliphatic hydrocarbons had no effect on phase separation in GUVs composed of DPPC, DOPC 

and cholesterol, analyzed at room temperature. This is in contrast to previous MD simulations, where 

these molecules act as lineactant and decrease phase separation [41]. We attribute the differences in 

the experiments and simulations to either differences in lipid composition (the simulation studies use 

polyunsaturated lipids to increase the phase separation) or setup (small periodic lamellar patches 

with a surface in the order of 520 nm
2
 in case of the MD simulations versus GUVs in the 

experiments). An older study found that the aromatic benzene and toluene increase membrane 

fluidity, but the aliphatic cyclohexane and hexane did not alter membrane fluidity as measured by 

pyrene excimer formation [56]. This is in line with the results presented here, where only some 

aromatic compounds alter phase separation. 

In conclusion, we show that at room temperature hydrocarbons have a distinct effect on lipid 

phase separation, and the effect is dependent on the strength of the interaction of cholesterol with the 

saturated lipid component. Pyrene and pyrene-like compounds dissipate phase separation in mixtures 

containing DPPC as saturated lipid component but not in GUVs containing SSM instead of DPPC. 

We speculate that pyrene and related compounds act as cholesterol, thereby decreasing the difference 

between the Lo and Ld phase and eventually leading to domain mixing. Furthermore, PAHs larger 

than pyrene-like compounds prefer Lo, whereas smaller ones partition in Ld.  
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